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If I was an Estate Agent…… I would use
Lifesycle with its SDV (Social Distancing
Valuation) Tool to help build a pipeline
of future vendors and landlords before
meeting them face to face.
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1 WHY?
THE PROBLEM
Many potential vendors or landlords can take up to 18
months researching whether to either sell or let a property.
During this period, they only know the rough price of the
property from what they have obtained in their own
research or if they have tried an online instant valuation tool
either with you, another agent or what a portal has offered.
Two issues usually arise from these tools which I experience
as an agent and many other estate agents have
highlighted before.
The first, is that most of the time, the price generated is
incorrect and inaccurate which is why estate agents still
exist to value homes. This means the first encounter that a
potential client looking for professional advice may have,
can make your company look incompetent if the online
valuation is completely inaccurate. The second problem is
that you call them to see if they would like you to visit and
carry out a valuation and most of the time they say no as
they are not ready.
You then struggle to be able to keep in communication
with them without sounding to salesy. Nor do you know
what their intentions are when it comes to them wanting to
act on their research and instruct an agent.

THE SOLUTION
Lifecycle’s SDV (Social Distancing Valuation) helps you provide a more accurate
valuation, instead of the current online computer-based versions which are usually
incorrect and inaccurate.
By sending the proposed vendor or landlord a market proposal via an SDV (Social
Distancing Tool) request, your future clients, who might not be ready for you to visit,
will not only obtain a better value for their property but also receive notifications
anytime you, the estate agent, sells or lets a property nearby them plus they will
receive regular communication from you about local market conditions.
Since the market proposal you send to them is tracked, along with your website and
content they read, you will receive notification of their journey, what they are looking
at, clicking on and how they are generally interacting with your company, which will
put you in the right place, at the right time, being able to call them when they are
more ready and open to inviting you for a face to face meeting/valuation.

2 WHAT?
GENERAL OVERVIEW
AND DESCRIPTION
OF WHAT YOU WILL DO
Like any piece of content or marketing tool, it needs to be
distributed or advertised for the market to see it (You
wouldn’t buy 10,000 leaflets for them to sit in the office, you
would pay to have them delivered!) I recommend the SDV
(Social Distancing Tool) to be used with content you’re
creating to obtain more vendors or landlords, about
problems or recommendations on why they need to obtain
a more accurate value of their property.
This content can be distributed via email through the
Lifesycle platform, creating a link on your website and
running paid social media ads to your local market or
audiences.

3 HOW?
Step 1
Obtain your unique link to your SDV (Social Distancing Valuation) in Lifesycle form under
the Leads Section > Social Distancing Valuation. The link will be located at the top.

Step 2
If you have any existing instant online valuations that you received and were not
successful in booking them in for a face to face meeting, upload them as a static list
in Lifesycle via audiences.

Step 3
Create a blog in the content section around why online instant valuations are usually
incorrect and inaccurate and if a person has completed one, why they need to complete
the SDV form to obtain a better price (ie 3 Reasons Why an Instant Valuation is Usually
Incorrect) OR create content around why they need a more accurate valuation on their
property during their research stage and this tool is available if they’re not ready for an
in-person visit just yet. (ie Why Not Having An Accurate Valuation Can Affect What You
Want to Buy?)

Example email:

3 Reasons Why Your Online Valuation Could Be Wrong?
If you have ever completed an online instant valuation before, whether with us or another
estate agent and was disappointed with the price, it is mostly down to how a computer
has tried to calculate the value of your home based on basic data sets, so will only
consider information such as your postcode, existing sold prices and how many
bedrooms you have. Here are 3 reasons why the value could be completely incorrect
leading to you feeling somewhat dissatisfied.

Advertise the tool so your market becomes aware and knows they should use it.
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How many times have people complemented you on your lovely kitchen or bathroom,
the personality or decor you selected? Your homes style and internal alterations
compared to others in your street and area are not taken into consideration when
providing a valuation. Like you as an owner, every property is unique in how it looks and
feels, which is a key part in calculating a more accurate valuation.

If you live in a desirable, well sought-after location, properties tend to be very popular
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when they come to the market due to limited availability in that area. We always have
people registered with us waiting only for certain locations before they move. This usually
means though, that because people like living in locations such as your area, less people
move, so when an online valuation is determined by a computer, it can be hard work for
it to base a price on historic data.

Within your road or area, there is a variance to the type of styles of property, whether
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extensions have been built, loft conversions, the plot size or where you have a sunny back
garden or not. These factors are unable to be determined by a computer when taking
into consideration the value of your home nor the added benefit.

The above reasons are why an online valuation should be taken with somewhat a pinch
of salt when seeking the value of your home. If you’re considering moving in 2020, but are
not quite ready for us to visit you yet why not provide us with more information on the
link below, add a couple of photos and we will review it all and send a report to you in 24
hours with a more accurate valuation. We will also keep you informed by email
afterwards of whenever we sell a property nearby you so you’re well informed of market
activity in your area.
Click here - (link to sdv valuation)

Make sure you keep your status up to date so Lifesycle can make people who
have completed an SDV aware of your successes local to them.

Step 4
Once content has been created, use the social share buttons to distribute this from
Lifesycle, click the email button to send it to an audience (such as your instant valuation
audience) or copy the post link so you can head over to your Facebook Ads Manager to
pay to target a custom ‘Lifesycle’ Audience or one created by Facebook.

Step 5
Have on your website page, a link titled ‘How Much is My Home Worth?’ which heads to a
page where your customer will have options, one of course will be the ‘Social Distancing
Valuation’ tool link alongside any others you may wish to use.

Step 6
Review who has seen the content, if known in Lifesycle under ‘Proactive’. Proactive is
located in Leads>Proactive>Find me More Instructions
You can use the SDV (Social Distancing Valuation) Tool in multiple ways to attract your
future market; namely, people who have completed an online instant valuation tool, who
maybe more receptive to obtaining a better price after you have made them aware of the
reasons why they should explore this option and at a time when they are not ready to
market their property or perhaps, people who are calculating where and what they want
to move to, who need a better valuation to help them make better decision on finances.

The results and benefits from doing this task will help more people understand you are
the local agent to use, who is capable of providing more accurate pricing before they are
ready to commit. They will also receive your regular updates on what you are selling or
letting nearby them plus your local news.

You will be able to see their activity levels and Lifesycle will make you aware of it. Compared to an online valuation tool, the SDV (Social Distancing Valuation) tool will help you
establish your future market on who is becoming market ready.

Educate your audience on why instant valuations
are usually incorrect and inaccurate.
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